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This trip helped me bond 
with my class and teachers 

and I had the time of my life!

FAHIMA, YEAR 6 (2019)

69%

74%

69%

79%

67%

68%

of parents said their children were more willing 
to try new things after their residential trip

of students felt they knew more about their 
subject after their residential trip

of students reported that they were better at 
problem solving after their residential trip

of students said that their subject was more 
interesting and important to them

of secondary students felt that they could be a 
role model to others, compared to 40% before 
the residential trip

of students had enjoyed the opportunity to be 
involved in leading activities

67% of parents reported that their children felt more 
confident after their residential trip

Studies have been conducted into the impact of students learning outside 
of the classroom. Repeated findings have shown the following results after 
children have attended trips:

Source: Sally Kendall and John Roger, York Consulting: Learning Away: Final Report 7th May 2015. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF LEARNING 
OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM



The trip descriptions that follow include a colour-coded diamond indicating 
the trip’s main focus in the areas of LEADERSHIP, INTERNATIONALISM, 

CHALLENGE and SERVICE. Some trips may have more than one focus. 

LEADERSHIP INTERNATIONALISM

CHALLENGE SERVICE

Students learn to take on a role where 
they are making decisions and guiding 

others. This could be in pairs, small 
groups or on a larger scale. They take 

responsibility for a task or number 
of tasks and are able to respond to 

feedback and suggestion effectively.

Students learn about other cultures, 
beliefs, environments and traditions 

and are willing to interact and cooperate 
with others that may not share the same 

backgrounds or values as their own.

Students are placed in a situation 
where they are taken out of their 

comfort zone and respond positively, 
with integrity. This may be an 

adventurous physical challenge 
or a philosophical one.

Students are given the opportunity to 
help others either in their local community 

or in a wider setting. This could also be 
helping the environment and considering  

global climate change as well as 
individuals or groups of people.

LICS EDUCATIONAL VISIT VALUES

Each of our trips has an educational 
purpose. We have developed our 

LICS Principles to reflect the school 
mission statement, ensuring 

our students progress towards 
becoming “Future Global Citizens”. 

It is our hope that your child will 
work through and meet all of the 
LICS Principles by the time they 
conclude their LICS education.
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LICS PRIMARY
EDUCATIONAL VISITS (Y3, Y4)

“Learning outside the classroom has so 
many benefits for young learners; physically, 
mentally, socially and emotionally. It provides 
excellent opportunities for children to identify 

and enjoy their various strengths and recognise 
where they can develop themselves further”. 

UNA BARRAS-HARGEN 
LICS PRIMARY PRINCIPAL

Year 3 Pioneer Camp

We have chosen Pioneer camp as a gentle 
introduction to the LICS Educational Visits 
program. This trip, for some, will be the first 
time away from home and may also be the 
first time camping. 

Year 3 will travel just outside Lusaka where 
they will be accommodated in dome tents at 
Pioneer’s campsite. All activities will be on site 
and class teachers will always be present and 
on hand. 

Here they will have a number of experiences 
such as bush walks, pizza making, bird 
identification and arts and crafts and a 
campfire with hot chocolate. 

Pioneer camp offers a fantastic opportunity 
for our young learners to experience camping 
with their classmates and teachers in a safe, 
secure setting not too far from home.

Year 4 Siavonga

For the Year 4 Educational Visit, your child will 
have the opportunity to travel to Manchinchi 
Bay Lodge in Siavonga where they will be 
staying for three nights and four days. 

Learners will visit the Hydro- Electric power 
station and Dam at Lake Kariba. They will also 
go on a boat trip and learn about a number 
of environmental issues related to the area. 
The trip includes team building and problem- 
solving activities while in and around the 
lodge.

These topics provide real-life experience of 
what has been studied in class encouraging 
deeper and embedded learning. It provides 
a great opportunity to have some ‘real life’ 
learning to support and cement these areas. 
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LICS PRIMARY
EDUCATIONAL VISITS (Y5, Y6)

Year 5 Wildtracks

The purpose of the Year 5 Wildtracks 
Educational Visit is to cement topics covered 
in class such as ‘life cycles’ ‘habitats’ and 
‘rivers’. It will also be an opportunity for 
students to develop their leadership skills and 
personal resilience. 

While on the trip your child will have the 
opportunity to experience a number of 
adventurous activities including Baobab 
climbing, fishing, bush walking, river game 
viewing and obstacles courses. 

They will travel to Wildtracks by school bus. 
Students will be staying in tented chalet- 
style accommodation in small, single-gender 
groups. All food, drinks and activities are 
included in the trip.

Year 6 Choma

The Year 6 annual trip to Choma’s Nkanga 
River Conservation Area is aimed at broadening 
learners’ appreciation of nature, enhancing 
their knowledge and understanding of 
Zambia’s wildlife, developing their survival and 
social skills and extending their educational 
experiences outside of the classroom.

This is an outdoor camping excursion hosted 
by Emma and Bruce Miller at Choma Bush 
Camp in the Southern province of Zambia. 
The camping offers the learners activities and 
opportunities through which they are able to 
acquire and develop skills in trip preparation, 
mental endurance, social interaction and 
practical problem solving. 

“The Choma trip is AMAZING but also unique, 
as it requires you to understand and be 
together with the wild”. (Maxine, Year 6 2019)
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“The opportunity to get out and 
apply all of the knowledge our 

students have gained, in a safe, yet 
challenging environment is really why 

they are in school in the first place. 

At Secondary, students cannot 
wait to see the wilder world and 
become strong individuals that 
can put theory into practice”. 

CLEMENT NDERITU  
LICS SECONDARY PRINCIPAL

LICS SECONDARY
EDUCATIONAL VISITS 

(Y7, Y8)

Year 7 Ndubaluba

This trip is focussed on Year 7 learners facing 
challenges, learning to work together and 
develop leadership skills. Our young people 
will travel via school bus to Mkushi for 4 nights 
for an opportunity to bond with their new 
classmates and tutors.

Learners will sleep in single gender, dormitory 
style thatched chalets and are responsible 
for keeping their own chalets clean and even 
washing their own dishes! All meals and drinks 
are provided including vegetarian options

Activities include kayaking, orienteering, 
climbing, bushcraft and team games.

Year 8 Kasanka National Park

Activities for Year 8 at Kasanka National Park 
will include nature hikes with talks on the 
flora and fauna, bat detection, a visit to a local 
community school, a visit to Chief Chitambo to 
learn about the local tribal village in the area 
and a game drive.

This is a fantastic opportunity for Year 8 to 
get to know one another better outside the 
classroom, as well as experiencing and gaining 
a better understanding of what Zambia has to 
offer. 

Your child will travel by school bus to Kasanka 
where they will stay in either chalets or tents 
which will be single sex shared accommodation. 
All food and drink will be provided, and all 
activities included.
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LICS SECONDARY
EDUCATIONAL VISITS 

(Y9, Y12 & 13)

Year 9 Livingstone

Activities will include visiting the infamous 
Victoria Falls, visit to Mosi Oa Tunya National 
Park for a safari, a visit to the Mukuni Big 5, 
a boat cruise, and opportunities for Kayaking 
down the Zambezi River. 

Your child will travel by school bus to 
Livingstone where they will stay in chalets 
which will be single gender shared 
accommodation at Victoria Falls Backpackers. 
All food and drink will be provided, and all 
activities included.

Learners can enjoy this fantastic opportunity to 
bond with new classmates and tutors as they enter 
the 6th-form. Not only is this a tremendous team 
building activity, this is also a chance to develop 
leadership skills and meet challenges head on. 
Sixth-form students will cook their own food in 
small groups, create and manage their own budgets 
and work together to overcome problem solving 
activities set for them. They will also have some 
much need down time around the camp- fire 
overlooking the Kafue Gorge.
Only 2 hours from school this 2- night, 3 day trip 
will be an experience to remember!
Accommodation is in tents with single-gender 
ablutions including hot showers.
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Year 12 & 13 KAFUE GORGE



LICS SECONDARY
DUKE OF EDINBURGH AWARD (DofE)

The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award is a youth 
awards programme founded in the United 
Kingdom in 1956 by Prince Philip, Duke of 
Edinburgh, that has since expanded to 144 
nations, including Zambia. 
The Duke of Edinburgh’s International 
Award is a global non-formal education and 
learning framework  which recognizes and 
celebrates young people’s achievements 
outside of the classroom.The Award allows 
young people to determine what they 
are passionate about, regardless of their 

background, culture or access to resources. 
By creating opportunities for young people 
to develop skills, get physically active, 
give service and experience adventure, 
the Award can play a critical role in their 
development. 
Taking part in the Duke of Edinburgh’s 
International Award takes commitment, a 
spirit of adventure, making choices, setting 
goals, and perseverance in achieving them.
LICS is proud to offer this opportunity to its 
learners starting in Year 9. 
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The Duke of Edinburgh Award is completed in  three levels: Bronze, Silver and Gold . There are four 
Sections of activities for all Award levels, plus a Gold Project at the Gold.




